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A 1619 elegy on the death of the tragic actor Richard Burbage mourns: ‘He’s gone, and with him what a world are dead / Which he revived, to be reviv´d so!’, playing on the multiple ironies of memorialising a man renowned for dying and reviving, over and over again. That tragedy thrives on these paradoxical impulses towards death and animation, and that tragedy manages simultaneously to codify its own time and to transcend that time, are key to our interests in this Companion to English Renaissance Tragedy. The contributors to this volume of newly commissioned essays attest to the lively world of early modern tragedy, and to the ongoing lives in performance and criticism of a genre often overshadowed by Shakespeare’s reputation.

Part I moves through the formal and cultural coordinates of early modern tragedy, identifying the variety of its forms and its engagement with early modern literature and cultures: judicial, social, political, theatrical and intellectual. Renaissance tragedies are not merely interesting historically, however: we also include important new essays on modern performance on stage and film. Contributors to this section draw on a range of familiar and less-familiar texts with the aim of situating specific plays within broader interpretative contexts. In Part II the focus shifts to readings of specific plays. We have deliberately chosen those plays most anthologised, most studied and most available, and commissioned essays which combine a close textual study and up-to-date scholarship in demonstrating modes of reading that can be assimilated and applied to different plays.

What emerges from this collection is a sense of tragic range: chronological, from Mike Pincombe’s work on medieval antecedents right up to Lois Potter’s analysis of contemporary theatre; methodological, from Patrick Cheney’s use of Longinus on the sublime to Pascale Aebischer on Kristeva via Mary Beth Rose on Hobbes; and spatial, from ideas of the nation in Andrew Hadfield’s essay to the household in Catherine Richardson’s. Generic questions about tragedy and religion get specifically historicised answers in essays by Mary Floyd-Wilson and Alison Shell; an attention
to plural tragedies over tragedy marks out Lucy Munro’s contribution. Performance, play and metatheatricality are key to the work of Heather Hirschfeld, Gregory Semenza and Tanya Pollard; Judith Haber and Gordon McMullan’s texts each anatomise the genre of tragedy itself; Mark Burnett makes verbal detail speak to wider concerns. Shakespeare appears in essays by Emma Smith, Garrett Sullivan and Emily Bartels, but doesn’t steal the scene: his work provides us with a reference point rather than an unexamined ideal.

Lamenting the dearth of early modern tragedies in contemporary cinema, Alex Cox, director of *Revengers Tragedy* (2002), remarks on the appetite of modern stage audiences for these plays ‘because they’re sexually charged, violent, dramatic, political, fearless, and funny – often all at once’. In taking advantage of the exciting scholarship and theatre of the last two decades, we hope that this *Companion* will develop these, and other attractions of Renaissance tragedy.


NOTE

1 Alex Cox, ‘Stage Fright’, *The Guardian*, 9 August 2002.
This chronology lists selected tragic plays of the Elizabethan (1558–1603), Jacobean (1603–1625) and Caroline (1625–1642) theatres discussed in this volume. Where possible we have dated the composition or first performance of the play rather than its publication, but dating is often necessarily approximate. For further reference, a fuller listing is in Alfred Harbage’s Annals of English Drama 975–1700, revised by Sylvia Stoler Wagonheim (London: Routledge, 1989).
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